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I. INTRODUCTION TO CHINA'S SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY

China was one of the world's first nations to develop shipbuild¬
ing and ocean navigation. In later centuries, however, the nation's

shipbuilding capacity declined and only in recent years has it
experienced a revival. The speed of this revival has been rapid.
The country's world position in 1980 was close to that of France as

seen in Table 1-1. This is true both in shipbuilding tonnage and in
fleet size. (In the latter case fleet size almost doubled from 1978

to 1980.)

TABLE 1-1*

Annual Shipbuilding Tonnage and Merchant Fleet Size of China
and Other Selected Regions and Countries, 1980

Region and Annual Shipbuilding Fleet Size
Countries Tonnage (1000 Tons) (1000 Tons)

China (PRC) 480 10,000^**
Taiwan 220 1 ,700
USSR - 30,000
U.S.A. 910 15,000
France 640 11,000
U.K. 820 28,000
Japan 4,800 17,800
India - 5,500

SOURCE: The World Almanac 1981. Information Please Almanac 1981.
The Hammond Almanac 1981. Encyclopedia Britannica 1981.
Encyclopedia Britannica Year Book 1980.

*A11 numbers do not represent the productivities of these regions and
countries--just according to the needs of the markets.

**(+) means actually more than this number.

The China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC) was created by
merging the country's shipyards, repair yards, and other maritime
facilities. As presently constituted, the company is a huge, compre¬
hensive shipbuilding enterprise with 26 large- and medium-sized ship¬
yards, over 100 small yards, and 66 factories specializing in



building marine diesel engines, navigation instruments, communication

apparatus, and other equipment for ships. There are also 33 complete
research institutes within the organization [1].

The shipyards alone employ over 300,000 technicians and workers.
There are 81 shipways (the largest for 100,000-ton vessels) and 26
docks (the largest of which can serve 50,000-ton ships) [1].

Between 1962 and 1980, China launched over one hundred 10-25

thousand tons ships. Until recently the Chinese shipbuilding indus¬
try mainly served the country's domestic needs; in the last couple of
years, the company has turned to the international market. This is
in line with the policy of readjusting the national economy toward
manufacturing for export. The CSSC currently has signed contracts
with foreign firms for the export of more than 80 ships (over 1,000
tons) of various types. These, plus a number of oil drilling plat¬
forms and some machinery assembled with customer's materials, have

brought the total business volume to more than $600 million in the
first half of 1981

The Chinese government has set up three colleges and two techni¬
cal schools specializing in shipbuilding. The government has also
developed selected shipbuilding specialities at several other
universities. In all, 3,000 men and women annually graduate with

backgrounds directed to shipbuilding [2].
Looking at the future, China will strive to develop its ship¬

building industry to manufacture several million tons of ships per

year and to rank among the biggest ship-producing countries in the
world.

II. GENERAL SHIPBUILDING COST ANALYSES BETWEEN CHINA, JAPAN, AND
U.S.

For this study, building costs in each country were estimated
for 35,000 DWT. The major particulars of the ship are listed in
Table 11-1. The building period was assumed to occur in 1980.

The cost calculations for the ships built in China are shown
in Appendix A. In the calculations, we used the Chinese monetary



TABLE II-l

The Major Particulars of 35,000 L.T. DWT Bulk Carriers [3]

Length 580 feet (176.786 ms)
Beam 90 feet (27.432 ms)
Depth 48 feet (14.631 ms)
Cb 0.829
Speed 15 knots
BHP 14,500 BHP
CN=LBD/100 25,056 (709.544)
Lightship 8,900 tons
Deadweight 35,000 tons (35,560)
Crew 30, over 12 ,900 feet?
Generators 1,350 kw

unit--Yuan which was available in 1980. Then the resulting amounts
were converted into U.S. dollars which was available in the same

year. The dollar/yuan current relationships are shown in Table II-2.
Meanwhile, Appendix B indicates the calculations of this ship if
built in the U.S.

TABLE 11-2

Official Exchange Rate Between Chinese Yuans and U.S. Dollars

Year China (Yuans) U.S. (Dollars)

1956-1970 246.18 100
1971 246.11 100
1972 224.51 100
1973 198.94 100
1974 196.12 100
1975 185.98 100
1976 194.14 100
1977 185.78 100
1978 168.36 100
1979 150.00 (about) 100
1980 151.81 100
1981 173.92 100
1982.5 180.40 100

SOURCE: China's Foreign Money Bureau.



The major estimating results of the above two countries were

listed in Table 11-3 and Table 11-4.

According to Reference [3] material, we have the 1,179,000 man-

hours for 35,000 DWT bulk carriers built in the U.S. Then we revised

Table 11-3 and have the corrected Table II-3B.

Light Weight

From the comparison between Table 11-3 and Table 11-4, it is

seen that the calculated weight of the Chinese ship was heavier than
the American weight calculation. The Chinese ship was shown to be
17 percent heavier. There are several possTbT^reasons why a Chinese

ship would be heavier:

i. Old design standards are used
ii. Greater safety margin is used
iii. Technique and management control problems

The outfit weight of the Chinese ship is calculated to be about
two times greater than the American ship. It is suggested that

improvement of outfit design is an urgent task for Chinese shipyards.

Material Costs

The total Chinese material costs were close to the total material

costs of the U.S., the material for a Chinese ship as estimated at
about 88 percent of the American cost. Among the significant items,
the ratio of steel of China to the U.S. was 1.50, the ratio of

machinery was 1.17, and the ratio of outfit was only 0.37.
The reason why Chinese shipbuilding has much lower outfit

material costs is perhaps that the Chinese shipyards manufacture much
of these outfit materials internally.

The main reason Chinese shipyards have the higher steel material
cost are the very conservative design standards and too great produc¬
tion margins.

The ratio of direct shipbuilding material cost of the U.S. to
that of Japan is 1.45 [*]. Table 11-5 shows the comparisons of

* Confidential
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TABLE11-3B
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TABLE11-4

SummaryofCostsfor35,000DWTBulkCarrierBuiltinChinain1980 \ !
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of direct shipbuilding material "costs"" for China, Japan, and U.S.
As seen, Japan has the lowest direct material cost, the U.S. has the

highest, and China is in the middle.

Labor Costs

A comparison of direct labor hours between the three countries
are shown in Table 11-5. Japan had the lowest, the U.S. was in the

middle, and China has the highest manhours. China's direct manhours
of labor was 4.92 times greater than Japan.

Table 11-3 and Table 11-4 clearly shows that direct shipbuild¬
ing labor hours for China are more than those of the U.S. in almost
every item. The total ratio of China to the U.S. was 1.60. While
the ratio of steel was 1.65, the ratio of outfit was 0.96, and the

ratio of machinery was 2.91. It is pointed out that the ratio of
outfit labor hours between two countries are not significant because
of differences in how outfit hours are defined.

The findings clearly show the labor cost advantage of China.
The total direct labor costs of.China are only 6.4 percent of those
estimated for an american yard.

The reason for the much lower labor costs is that there is very

lower salary system in China. This does not mean, however, Chinese
workers have a lower living standard than U.S. workers, because
China has very low costs for board and lodging. And, there is also
significantly greater social services and benefits.

Though Chinese shipyards expend more direct labor hours, they
still have lower direct labor costs. This means that Chinese ship¬

yards have great potentials for the future competition in the world
shipbuilding industry.

Table II-5 shows the relationships between direct material
costs/direct labor costs. The Chinese ratio was 80/20 85/15.

Japan was 70/30 and the U.S.'s was only 50/50.

Overhead Costs

The workshop overhead costs of the Chinese shipyard are about



TABLE11-5

TheComparisonsofDirectShipbuildingMaterialCostandDirectLaborHoursAmongChina,Japan,andU.S.(In1980)for35,000DWTBulkCarrier
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TOO percent of the direct labor costs.
On a country-by-country comparison, the total overhead costs of

the China shipyard are only one-fifth of the U.S. shipyard.

Other Indirect Costs

Chinese shipyards have a very different classification for
"other indirect costs," when compared with the U.S. shipyards. The
classification is simply called "shipyard administration" in China,
the category is about 150 percent of direct labor costs. In the
U.S.'s shipyards the indirect costs are some four percent of direct
labor costs. The organization costs are about three percent of
direct labor costs, and the miscellaneous expenses about one percent
of direct labor costs.

The ratio of other indirect costs of China to those of the U.S.

was about 0.58.

The detailed description of indirect costs in Chinese accounting
system is given in Chapter III.

Total Shipbuilding Price

The total shipbuilding cost comparisons of 35,000 deadweight
long tons among China, Japan, and the U.S. are listed in Table 11-6.
The first item gave the estimating prices which were found from

Appendix A and B. The total shipbuilding price of Japanese ship¬

yards was about 52.98 percent of that of the U.S.'s shipyards
(Source: Mards).

Fortunately, there was an actual quotation prepared by

Livingston in 1980 for a production run of five 35,000-ton bulkers.
The quoted price was $40 x 10^. Correspondingly, the average price

g
of 5-series ships in China was about $19 x 10 and the average price
of 5-series ships in Japan was $20 x 10^.

From calculations shown in Table 11-6, it is seen that China
had the lowest shipbuilding price of the first ship which was about
$23 x 10^. The U.S. had the highest price, which was about $48 x

106 and Japan had the middle value, which was $24 x 10^.



TheTotalShipbuildingCostComparisonsof35,000DWTBulkCarrierAmongChina,Japan,andU.S.
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TheTatio of total shipbuilding price of first ship of China to
that of Japan was 0.96. While the total shipbuilding price of first
ship of the U.S. was two times more than that of Japan.

Cone!usions

From the three countries shipbuilding cost analyses, we have an

overview of the productive capacities of these three countries in
shipbuilding industry.

Japan has the best position. In spite of a slightly higher
building price. Japan has the lowest direct material costs and the
lowest direct labor hours. This means Japan is the most efficient
and has the best productivity.

China occupies the middle position. Even though it has the
lowest building price. Chinese shipyards spend the most for material
and labor hours. This means that China has the lowest productivity.
However, China's cheap labor cost give a current cost advantage and
strong potential for future competition.

The U.S. spends too much for building costs. This puts the
U.S. shipbuilding industry into a very poor competition position.
The U.S. shipyards have lower direct labor hours than China, but
this advantage is no more than offset by the expensive material
costs and labor rates.



III. DETAIL ABOUT INDIRECT COSTS

A number of costs in the accounting system of Chinese shipyards
are classified as indirect costs. The system of classification is

significantly different than that found in U.S. and in Japan yards.
The Chinese system has two general divisions:

(1) Workshop overhead
(2) Shipyard administration

(i) indirect production costs

(ii) worker social costs

The values of above costs for a specific time period are set by
management on the basis of past experience and future expectations.
Variances between the expected and actual values are then adjusted
in a subsequent time period.

(a) Workshop Overhead

When we calculate overhead in Chinese accounting system, we

only consider workshop overhead. In other words, we put all overhead
into workshop overhead. Basically, workshop overhead is more or less
connected with ship building production. It includes the following:

(1). Workshop real capital property, such as buildings,
productive equipments, workshop transportation tools
and etc.

(2) Discount charge
(3) Water and electricity
(4) Interest of cash flow of workshop

(5) Other expenditures

Table III - 1 shows the ratios of main items of workshop over¬

head to direct labor costs for a shipyard. It is also identified
that the ratio of total workshop overhead costs to total direct
labor costs is about 2.0 3.0.



TABLE III - 1 THE RATIO OF WORKSHOP
OVERHEAD TO DIRECT LABOR COSTS IN CHINA

ITEM PROPORTION

Mechanical

Outfitti rig

Painting

4.2

3.0

1.1

Average 2.0 v^\ 3.0

In our estimate the worker basic wage was 0.6 Yuan/manhour
in 1978 Chinese money, or about $0.4/manhour in 1978 U.S. dollar.
If the Chinese accounting system charges 200^300 percent of
direct labor costs for overhead, then the actual charge would be
1.2 - 1.8 yuan/direct labor manhour.

(b) Shipyard Administration

Shipyard administration costs in Chinese accounting system
can be divided into two main parts. First one is connected with
production and called indirect production costs. This part
includes:

(1) Production planning
(2) Production management

(3) Production quality control
(4) Supplies
(5) Salaries of management

The second part is mostly involved with well-being costs and
industrial relation costs. We shall call it worker social costs.

Generally speaking the worker social costs are broken down
as follows:

(1) Well being (including mess expenses)
(2) Worker protection



(3) Environmental protection
(4) Death benefits

(5) Health services

(6) Natural damage aids (such as storm, flood and
earthquake, etc.)

(7) Labor insurance (including retirement)
(8) Education and training
(9) Entertainment

(10) Safety planning

Table III - 2 shows worker social costs for a CSSC's medium

sized shipyard. The worker social costs are shown as a proportion
of the shipyard's total annual revenue. We assumed that the total
annual revenue of this shipyard was about 33 x 10® yuaas/year. It
was shown from Table III-2 that the total worker social costs if

0.040.05 of total annual revenue.

In the Chinese accounting system the total shipyard admin¬
istration costs are always indicated as a percentage of direct
labor costs. This number is about 100^150 percent of direct
labor costs. Generally it is better to choose the higher.

TABLE III -2 WORKER SOCIAL COSTS FOR A
CSSC3 MEDIUM-SIZED SHIPYARD

(with revenue of 33 x 10® yuan/year)

NO. ITEM 100 Yuans/Year Percent of Revenue*

1. Well-being (incl. Mess) 800 .0242
2. Working Protection 160 .0048
3. Environment Afforestation 6 .0002
4. Death Treatment 16 .0005

5. Health Services 140 .0042
6. Labor Insurance(incl.

Retirement) 350 .0106
7. Safety Award 0.6

Worker Social Costs 1472.6 .0446
* Revenue of 33 XI0® yuan/year



IV. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPARABLE COST ANALYSES

To perform the cost comparison an estimate was made of the
costs to building a 35,000 DWT bulk carrier at a medium-sized ship¬
yard in each nation (PRC Japan, USA) during 1978. In China an

CSSC medium-sized shipyard was selected, in Japan Aioi Shipyard

anonymous of Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd., (IHI)
was selected, and in the U.S. the Levingston Shipyard Company (LSC)
was selected. All costs were for the first ship of a series.

The comparisons were made in the context of LSCO's cost

accounting system. The monetary system used U.S. dollars in 1978.

The costs in direct material costs and direct labor hours for

each account were identified, roughly adjusted to a common base¬
line and ranked in order of significance.

Total Costs

Until recently, the typical bulk carrier built in a CSSC's
medium yard was over 16,000 deadweight tons. This size ship was

used as the basic reference for developing costs for the 35,000 DWT
bul k.

Table IV-1 shows a breakdown of actual total costs for a CSSC

16,000 DWT bulk carrier. The tabulation is structured differently
than both LSCO's and IHI's. The actual Costs for some larger
bulkers are shown in Table IV-2. As this table shows, there are

data for a 24,000 DWT and 50,000 DWT ship. Then Table IV-3 shows
an estimate for a 35,000 DWT ship by combining the data in Table 11-2
and in Table IV-2.

Material Costs

In Chinese accounting system the average costs of steel
material was 700 yuans/metric ton. It was almost no change from
1978 to 1980. So we have the following steel material costs;



TABLE IV-1

_Actual_ Total Costs of CSSC's 16,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier

Item Description Proportion

1 Design
2 Contractual Costs
3 Inspection
4 Insurance
5 Mold Loft
6 Construction Services
7 Launching
8 Test

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .0183

9 Hull
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure
11 Welding

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure .2980

12 Outfitting .0928
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0303
14 Quarters Outfit .0292

Subtotal Outfit .1523

15 Main Engine .1654
16 Compartments, Decks and Generators .1019
17 Cranes .0129
18 Shafting .0188
19 Propeller .0206
20 Piping .0608
21 Installing .0323
22 Mooring Trail .0267

23 Electrical Engineering .0298
24 Communication .0446

Subtotal Electrical System .0744

25 Spare-propel ler
26 Stem Shaft of Spare-propeller

Subtotal Spare-parts and Equipments .0275

TOTAL All Items 1.0000

Source: Estimated



TABLEIV-2

TheEffectofShipbuildingCostsofDifferentSizeTankersinChineseShipyards Items

24,000DWT Tanker

50,000DWT Tanker

EffectRadio

1.PreliminaryandSpeciality
2.44

7.28

2.98

2.HullandSuperstructure

32.11

38.94

1.21

3.Outfit

8.58

6.21

0.72

a.Outfitting

3.71

2.96

0.80

b.PaintingandCementing

1.86

1.33

0.72

c.QuartersOutfitandCarpentry
3.01

1.92

0.64

4.Machinery

48.80

42.32

0.87

a.MainEngine

21.00

18.54

0.88

b.Compartments,Desk&Generator
12.18

8.57

0.70

c.Cranes

0.21

0.10

0.48

d.Shafting

0.75

0.50

0.67

e.Propeller

1.31

0.90

0.69

f.Piping

8.84

9.48

1 .07

g.Installing

2.34

2.62

1.12

h.MooringTrail

2.18

1 .65

0.76

5.ElectricalSystems

4.82

2.86

0.59

6.Spare-partsandEquipments
3.25

2.88

0.87

TOTAL

100.00

100.00

Source:Estimated



Steel Material Costs / L. T.

Countries 1978 1980

China $422.45/L.T. $468.5/L.T.
U.S. $400 /L.T. $460 /L.T.

Table IV - 4 gave the breakdown of actual direct material
costs of CSSC's 16000 deadweight tons for first bulk carrier.

Generally there are some statistic relationships between
direct material costs and direct labor costs for bulk carrier

built in China.

Item Direct Material Costs/Direct Labor Costs

Hull 75/25 80/20

Outfit 75/25 80/20

Machinery 90/10
Electrical 85/15

Average 80/20 85/15

Finally, Table IV-5 shows the estimate of direct material
costs for a 35,000 DWT bulker based on data contained in Table I1-2
and in Table IV-3, and in Table IV-4.

Labor Costs

The following proportions of manhours for steel, outfit and
machinery for a bulk carrier are the common conditions in the
CSSC's medium-sized shipyards.



TABLE IV-3

The Corrected Estimating Total Costs of CSSC's
35,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier Built

Item Description Proportion

1 Design .0300
2 Contractual Costs -

3 Inspection .0050
4 Insurance .0050
5 Mold Loft .0015
6 Construction Services .0130
7 Launching .0005
8 Test .0002

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .0548

9 Hull
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure
11 Welding

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure .3606

12 Outfitting .0745
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0220
14 Quarters Outfit .0190

15 Main Engine .1456
16 Compartments, Decks and Generator .0713
17 Cranes .0074
18 Shafting .0059
19 Propel!er .0142
20 Piping .0651
21 Installing .0681
22 Mooring Trail .0245

Subtotal Machinery .4013

23 Electrical Engineering .0176
24 Communication .0263

Subtotal Electrical System .0439

25 Spare-parts .0239
26 Spare-equipments

Subtotal Spare Parts and Equipments .0239

TOTAL All Items 1.0000

Source: Estimated



TABLE IV-4

Actual Direct Material Costs of CCS11s 16,000 DWT
First Bulk Carrier

Item Description Proportion

1 Design _

2 Contractual Costs -

3 Inspection -

4 Insurance -

5 Mold Loft .0030
6 Construction Services .0085
7 Launching .0005
8 Test .0001

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .0121

9 Hull .2156
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure .0575
11 Welding .0144

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure .2875

12 Outfitting .0916
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0253
14 Quarters Outfit .0288

Subtotal Outfit .1457

15 Main Engine .1813
16 Compartments, Decks and Generator .1104
17 Cranes .0136
18 Shafting .0092
19 Propeller .0221
20 Piping .0522
21 Installing .0358
22 Mooring Trail .0296

Subtotal Machinery .4542

23 Electrical Engineering .0276
24 Communication .0414

Subtotal Electrical System .0690

25 Spare-propeller .0252
26 Stem Shaft of Spare-propeller .0063

Subtotal Spare-parts and propeller .0315

TOTAL All Items 1.0000

Source: Estimated



TABLE IV-5

The Corrected Estimating Direct Material Costs of CSSC's
35,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier

Item Description Proportion

1 Design .0250
2 Contractual Costs -

3 Inspection -

4 Insurance -

5 Mold Loft .0020
6 Construction Services .0150
7 Launching .0030
8 Test .0005

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .0455

9 Hull .2616
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure .0698
11 Wei ding .0174

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure . 3488

12 Outfitting .0699
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0134
14 Quarters Outfit .0181

Subtotal Outfit .1014

15 Main Engine .1622
16 Compartments, Decks and Generator .0778
17 Cranes .0067
18 Shafting .0063
19 Propel 1er .0157
20 Piping .0601
21 Instal1ing .0758
22 Mooring Trail .0275

Subtotal Machinery .4321

23 Electrical Engineering .0179
24 Communication .0269

Subtotal Electrical System .0448

25 Spare-parts .0274
26 Spare-equipments

Subtotal Spare-parts and Equipments .0274

TOTAL All Items

Source: Estimated



Item Proportion of Total Manhours

Hull

Outfit

Machinery

0.55

0.20

0.25

Total 1.00

The actual direct labor manhours recorded by CSSC for 16,000
dead weight tons bulk carrier are presented in a CSSC cost breakdown
system in Table IV-6.

Finally, Table IV - 7 gives an adjusted estimate for direct
labor man hours to build a 35,000 DWT bul ker based on data shown
in Table IV - 6 and in earlier data.

Project Budgeting

CSSC prepares preliminary sales price estimates using the
following formula.

SE = sale price in yuans
DL = estimate direct labor costs in yuans

WOH = current average cost of overhead for the workshop
calculated as the ratio of the workshop overhead
costs to total direct labor costs

SA = current shipyard administration costs calculated
as the ratio of shipyard administration to total
direct labor costs

DM = estimated direct material costs in yuans

P = shipyard profit factor
t = tax rate

SE = £DL (1 + WOH + SA) + DM] (1 + P) / (1 - t)
Where:



TABLE IV-6

Actual Direct Labor Manhours of CSSC's 16,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier

Item Description Proportion

1 Design .0373
2 Contractual Costs .0030
3 Inspection .0030
4 Insurance .0016
5 Mold Loft .0090
6 Construction Services .0623
7 Launching .0156
8 Test .0234

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .1557

9 Hull .3212
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure .0857
11 Welding .0214

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure .4283

12 Outfitting .0343
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0966
14 Quarters Outfit .0078

Subtotal Outfit .1387

15 Main Engine .0171
16 Compartments, Decks and Generator .0109
17 Cranes .0055
18 Shafting .0055
19 Propeller
20 Pi ping .1393
21 Installing .0273
22 Mooring Trail .0047

Subtotal Machinery .2103

23 Electrical Engineering .0530
24 Communication .0132

Subtotal Electrical System .0662

25 Spare-parts .0008
26 Spare-equipments

Subtotal Spare-parts and Equipments .0008

TOTAL All Items 1.0000

Source: Estimated



TABLE IV—7

The Corrected Estimating Direct Labor Manhours of CSSC's
35,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier

Item Description Proportion

1 Design .0459
2 Contractual Costs .0037
3 Inspection .0037
4 Insurance .0019
5 Mold Loft .0100
6 Construction Services .0745
7 Launching .0186
8 Test .0279

Subtotal Preliminary and Productive Speciality .1862

9 Hull .3242
10 Metallic Structure of Superstructure .0865
11 Welding .0216

Subtotal Hull and Superstructure .4323

12 Outfitting .0327
13 Painting and Cementing Engineering .0769
14 Quarters Outfit .0052

Subtotal Outfit .1148

15 Main Engine .0227
16 Compartments, Decks and Generator .0154
17 Cranes .0052
18 Shafting .0030
19 Propeller .0022
20 Piping .1401
21 Installing .0169
22 Mooring Trail .0042

Subtotal Machinery .2097

23 Electrical Engineering .0456
24 Communication .0114

Subtotal Electrical System .0570

25 Spare-parts -

26 Spare-equipments

Subtotal Spare-parts and equipments -

TOTAL All Items 1.0000

Source: Estimated



TABLE IV - 8
THE PROCESS FLOWS

NO.

1 .

LEVEL

Operation Control

DETAIL AT IHI DETAIL AT CSSC DETAIL AT LSCO

By Shipyard By Shipyard &
& by Ship By Dept.

By Central Planning
& Control Dept.

2.

3.

Productive Control By Dept.

Program Control By Shop

By Dept.

By Dept &
By Shop

Shop Planning

Foreman

By Foreman
S Assoc.
Foreman

Daily
Refinement

By Shop

Dai ly
Refinement

By Production &
Control Dept.

Source: Estimated



A typical CSSC shipyard has the following data:

WOH = 200%300% of direct labor costs

SA = 100% ^ 150% of direct labor costs

P = 0.06^0.10, average is 0.08
t = 0.05

While Levingston has the sale value according to the
4

following formula:
SE = DL (1+ OH) + DM x (1 + GA) x (1+P)

Where:

SE = sales estimate

DL = estimated direct labor cost in $ per manhour
OH = overhead rate

DM = estimated direct material cost in dollars ($)
GA = general and administrative expense rate
P = profit factor

The estimated sales price for an IHI ship estimate is
4

broken down according to the following formula:

Where:

ESP = DL (LR + OH) + DM + DE) X (1 + GA) X (1 +P)

ESP = estimated sale price
DL = estimated direct labor manhours

LR = current average direct labor rate for this
shipyard in ¥ per manhour

OH = current average cost of overhead for this
shipyard calculated as the ratio of total
indirect costs to total direct labor manhours

4



DM = estimated cost of direct materials to be bought
by the shipyard

DE = estimated cost of direct expenses to be
incurred by the shipyard

GA = current corporate general and administrative
expense rate set by head office

P = profit factor, set by head office

Program Control

Table IV - 8, shows the five hierarchical levels of production
control at the three shipyards. It is obvious that IHI has most

complete control while Levingston has the least. CSSC is in the
middle. IHI1 s control firmness is seen in the following:

(i) The staff at every level has the best understanding
of both the capabilities and the limitations of the

shipyard at that level.
(ii) IHI1s personnel are all thoroughly familiar with the

system. It is quite practical to assign a single
staff engineer to work with a single foreman.

It appears CSSC may have too much indirect costs and
too many departments connected with program control.

Detail Cost Comparisons Among Three Countries

It is very difficult to accurately compare item-to-item costs
between CSSC and LSCO. In fact, their classifications are very

different. For example, CSSC has the specific item - "design" in
preliminary items. In an attempt to make the costs comparable,
We put "design" int o "Contractual Costs" items.

Generally, CSSC has about 25 percent of direct labor manhours
and 15/"s~20 percent of direct material costs in "Preliminary and
Staff". The percentage of item "staff" is not too much and has
not serious influence in both direct labor manhours and direct

material costs.



Table IV - 9 was the tabular form of direct material costs

and direct labor hours of CSSC's 35,000 DWT first bulk carrier

after rearranging according to CSCO's system.

Table IV - 10 and Table IV - 11 identified the comparisons
of direct labor manhours and those of direct material costs amont

these three counties.

Most of ratio in direct labor manhours between CSSC's and

LSCO's were over 1.0. This means China had more direct labor

hours expenditure . The total items ratio between China and U.S.
was about 1.55. Japan had the lowest direct labor hours expend-
iture.

Meanwhile most of ratios of direct material costs in CSSC

were slightly lower but very close to those at LSC0. So China
had a slightly lower expenditure of direct material costs than
U.S. Japan had the lowest cost position.

Anyway, the ratio of all direct material costs between CSSC
and LSC0 was about 0.95, and ratio between Japan and U.S. was

0.7.
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TABLE IV—9
The Final Direct Material Costs and Direct Labor
Manhours of CSSC's 35,000 DWT First Bulk Carrier

DESCRIPTION la\=or-
Cor.trictual Costs
Building Ways and Ltunching
Hold Loft
We rehousing
Construction Services
Cleen Up
Testing end Inspection
Insurance, Christening, etc.

. OO.SO

. oom2jO

J . a (5>C
o<^cr3

1
1

. O3<H&
0 1 s<^>

. c 20c

. 35 7 -4-5

. 0 co t6>

. 00 iQ

Preliminary Item
. 1 26>*

Engineering
Planning end Production Control
Supervision

— —

Staff I teas —

Hull Bottom
Hull Bulkheads end Framing
Hull Sides end Attachments
Hull Decks end Flats
Hull, Inner Bottom

1

> . *6>

]
1

7 _ 3
Miscellaneous Hull Structure
Foundations tnd links
Deck Fittings-
Ladders below Deck
Ladders above Deck
Doors end Hatches
Benches and Shelving
Awnings

J
| . OLAg'

\

)

\ # os63
Buiworks tnd Windbreaks
Deckhouses
Steel Scrap
Welding Supplies . <sn.f4-

\
J

02)6
Hull Steel' Item

. '64-SS ^ 3-^3
Stemfrme end Steratube
Rudder
Port Lights end Windows
Derricks end Crents
Steering Systems
Propellers end Shifting
Machinery tnd Ecuipoent
Mooring Ecuipmer.t
Safety Requirements

Machinery Items

Quarters Outfit
Heating, VentiUtion & Air ConditioningElectrical Systems
Blasting end Peir.ting
Piping Systems

Outfitting Iters

All Item

Preliminary tnd Stiff Item
All Steel Item
AH Outfitting Item

075^

24.00
0-2 7 5"
j?2 74„

O'ST
c 6W
^4-48
<r f Sd

_Q_ e, "• f

2-0 £>5

O00>0

All Item

o455
34 SS
£>oyT

- (J052

,c> o i> ^
• os.1
. O 0212

9^6
C> o 5X
r327
o

0 r (S1?
1 4tp f_
3 1 (9
A O OO

I . OOOO

(

4-3^3)
3% f'5
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TABLE IV-10
Comparison of Direct Labor Manhours

The Ratios of CSSC's Estimate to LSCO's Estimate And
IHI's Actual Figures To LSCO's Estimate

ratio of RA-riC c F

Disc*; >nON cwha vs ZA'tAl u •4 • A
32 . 2 3> .

Ccr.crcctuel Costs 3-*IOBuilding Ways an- .auncMng •
. q ^ 'Hold Loft 1 • ^

Warehousing I . . A-& 52.
Construction Services j « • 30 501Q

l«ip«=?1on i ' ' 1 6°
Insurance, Christening, etc. 3 . .2 4 •

Preliminary Items .2 . I 0 , 3634
Engineering •

Planning end Production Control — • A I 57
Supervision — . t o2> 1

Stiff I teas —
. i- 74-1

Hull Bottoa
Hull Bulkheads and Framing
Hull Sides and Attachments

Stem frame end Stam tuba

Outfitting Items

All Items

All Items

Estimated, Marad

I T 5~
i>rrrrUJ 4 1 JIUW

^ .Hull Decks end Rtti
^

Hull Inner Bottom ( 1 . 3~±> . 5 3iW....

t c 5 Q4Miscellaneous Hull Structure
50 oRFoundations end Tanks / ' t 37" —Deck Fittings- - 3c33

Ladders below Deck
. 3

Ltdders above Deck
. / g 7X

Doors and Hitches '
_ \a £.3

Benches and Shelving v | M2
Awnings
Bu1*orfcs and Windbreeks J . \OA \
Deckhouses

- 2&4T
Steel Scrap — —

"Welding Supplies -— —

Hull Steel' Items 1.-4' . -2.656
i/3•# m.4 ««4 • CIIW J fctrnu/Dt l
^Rudder ( | _2C - o S75

Port Lights and Lindovs J - 3o<?0
Derricks and Cranes

. 30 ■ ^ AO
Steering Systems • S3 2%
Propellers tnd Shafting 1 Tl * ^ L^\Machinery and Ecuipoent 2 AA .2^44
Mooring^Ecuipraent 'S) - 1Safety Requirements J
Machinery Items

, 5y ,22Sq
Quarters Outfit 3 «0 5 & '£Heating, Ventilation i A1r Conditioning , , ' s- * =» . 1a.51 ectricil Systems * 1 l • . 3«3-4-
51 arcing and Painting 2 ■ - 2<^2A
Piping Systems ' • F 3>

_ 44733 I 37 3.3
9 1 .43;

I . 55
. 3^

PrtUslniry ini StiffItI oOAll Still 2te=j
. ' a , >All Oftfltt'.nc It.-j t-, • 2.^=6—J 3 ■ 5-
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TABLE IV-11
Comparison of Direct Material Costs

The Ratios of CSSC's Estimate to LSCO's Estimate
Ane IHI's Actual Figures to LSCO's Estimate

DISC PTIOS

Contract'Jtl CrstJ
Building Wayi ant Launching
Mold Loft
Warehousing
Construction Servicei
Cletn Up
Testing tr.d Inspection
Insurtnce, Christening, etc.

Preliminary Iters

Engineering
Planning and Production Control
Supervision

Stiff Item

Hull Sorted
Hull Bulkheads end Framing
Hull Sides and Attachments
Hull Decks end Flats
Hull Inner Bottom

Miscellaneous Hull Structure
Foundations end Tanks
Deck Flttlngc
Ledders below Deck
Ladders tbovt Deck
Doors and Hatches
Benches and Shelving
Awnings
Bu1works and Windbreaks
Deckhouses
Steel Scrap
Welding Supplies

Hull Steel' I teas

Stemfren- and St-mtube
Rudder
Port Lights and Windows
Derricks end Crtnes
Steering Systems
Propellers and Shafting
Machinery and Eculpoenc
Mooring Ecvipaer.t
Safety Recul reoer.ts
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V. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONSHIP IN SHIPBUILDING

Shipyard Organization and Employee Distribution a CSSC shipyard
in basic working unit just like any general factories in China.
A "Chinese working unit" is like a small kingdom in that it does

production and also is totally responsible for the personnel and
their family. The organizational structure for a CSSC's medium-
sized shipyard are shown in Figure V - 1 and Figure V - 2. "The
Personnel Congrees" is the top group, it holds the annual meetings
and decides the big events in shipyard. Two top offices -- the
director's office and the chief engineer's office -- are in charge
of operations and technology. Below them are about fifteen admin¬
istration and overhead sections and eight shops.

The yard has 3,300 persons; 1056 (about 32 percent of total)
are women. This indicates the role that Chinese women play in the
heavy industry.

Table V - 3 gives the employee distribution of shipbuilding
in a CSSC's medium-sized shipyard and Table V - 4 makes a com¬

parison with the other yards in the study.

Generally, the workers involved in hull production is about
one-eighth to one-seventh of total in CSSC's yards. The First
Number is for big yards; the second is for small yards.

Table V - 5 lists the employee ratios of hull and outfit
among three shipyards. An evaluation of the level of supervision
provided to the workers indicates IHI is the best, LSCO is the
poorest and CSSC is in the middle.

Table V - 6 gives an overview comparisons of employment
profile for each company. Because the administrators in CSSC
include managers, foremen and some staff and the ratio of managers
and foremen to staff is three-fifth to two-third. We get the

following correction:



Source:Confidential

FigureV-l.TheAdministrationandOverhead OrganizationinaCSSC'sMediumShipyard



Source:Confidential
FigureV-2.TheProductionOrganization InaCSSC1sMediumShipyard



TABLEV-3EMPLOYEELISTINA CSSC'sMEDIUM-SIZEDSHIPYARD (ForShipbuildingOnly)
NAME,OFvJott&opAfb
MAH44ER

STAff <frNCL. EMtAEfi$)
ft/wi

IiiPlRaLTMRtfR
O/EEC-TOR.WORKER,
roTAL

6%P>

A^ST. BREMEN

W0RKEK

ASST. BREMEN
\A1«5RKER

<!>•HULL^^HstROlTUREIVAi
ORRSHC

PfcOciJc7i<pNPLAN2EfYLj|
i

4

13

1

2.

1

S

31

HULLFABRICATIONSHOP
i

2

3

1

&

6\3

IO&

A-sslmbloSTA^T.SHOP

2

4

3

I1O

12-4

ERLCTIOM^DRK=SHL>p
i

i

3

1

2

10

1A-O

RCO

ALLOcAT'OsS.0/>NrrROL4ROOP
i

5

4

2

4

8

8>0

104-

TOTAL

7

23

i7

3

11

33

433

5^-7

<2>OUTPIT'WORKSHOP pkoxsdc*TifMPLAA.7ENC,B'A 6R«(JP

3

7

i

i

5

17

,p£«o!<FirrW^-

i

3

4

i

2

S

70

&(JA(?T£R
-p/HTiShOp*

i

3

4

2

%

/o

<73

MAUHINIOR/FlTTI

i

2

3

&

4>0

32.

ELECTRICF/TTINHSHOP
i

3

3

4>

OS

rs

PAiMtiMPp
/

1

3

1

4

4-5

57

~TO>TL-

&

l<7

i3

4

i0

34-

3/0

4^0I

Source:Estimated
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TABLEV-5.EMPLOYEERATIOOFHULLANDOUTFIT
£RIte.rioMOFEVAluaticM
UNITOFMEASUREMENT

CsrbC.

XHI

L"

SC7.

Mull

ourpir

total

hull

outfit

total

HULL

outfit

1

TOTAL

F.rst"-Li»e

l/Joi-Wi|>ei-TT*ei>uu|
12.O

10.7

7.3

A-.r

6.'

i5.5

iS.i

16.2

\J\JcA<e\-f>RrA^so'4~Fcre-oian cxvic\

S.2-

6-2

T-2

5.5

3.5

4.7

127?

133

13.0

Total

Wor-l<CrsF^rATH.f-OFE»»»t\Kl "Fr:iT2»iAfi/LMtv»ui<jer
7-3

53

£3

5.6

3.3

4-.5

ill

(0.2-

lO.M

vVelci/F.Hlnj \/V/e.lciTiipporT
FifrdhsferiA/eUer f?-tUei-vJorka-rsr-r-vV-Mer oMwO(TrtHruotioKi)

5.o

■6.2

I.T

__

2 .7

Hull/Dudtlf

mulllAyUtersV&rociftif vJorVer

1.4-

—

—

-

-

1 .S

-

-

J2.4-

fSTaTf5op"port
Vv/ork'etsfferT$+c3 3ujInfer

i<j.<l

H-6

23.6

10.0

IT.M

2T-2

36.^

2^.4-

.p,,r-ertVTTersjA«AL Foremanp;rOt/ierUJcrker

-

-

i

2.M H-.T

-

__

1

3.3 4.0*

Source:Estimated Note:1:Includingengineering 2:Excludingengineering
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Item Employees Proportion

Managers & Foremen
Staff & Engineers

146

316

0.044 (Average 0.063)
0.096

Table V - 7 shows some significant manpower ratios based on the
preceeding tables. The Table permits some important conclusions.

(i) The three countries' proportions of direct workers and
assistant foremen are very close.

(ii) The same findings also exist in the number of leaders,
(iii) CSSC has a lack of staff and engineers. The proportion

to total is only 0.096. IHI's is 0.18 and LSCO's is 0.14.

(iv) CSSC has the highest indirect labor force. It is 5 times
greater than IHI's and 3 times greater than LSCO's. This
means that CSSC shipyard has a huge indirect labor force
performing the social services associated with employees'
jobs and lives (such as mess. Kindergarton even barber shop,
etc.) This worker social service involvement leads to close
relationships between the shipyard and the employee.

Age, Tenure and Education

In general, older, long-serving and better-educated employees
are the most productive. Table V - 8 tabulated these factors for
each shipyard. The age and tenure values are accurate, but the
educational values are only approximations.

CSSC's working force has almost the same tenure as IHI's,
which assumes that they work from age of 20 to the age of 60 for
men, and to the age of 55 for women. In any casej China has not
any lay-off or unemployment system.

With regard to educational level, there are two such
differences in CSSC. One is that CSSC's management has a low
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educational level when compared with IHI. The other is that China's
workers generally have a basic junior highschool education system.
This workforce education profile looks slightly better than LSCO's.
But CSSC has the same deficiencies with U.S. management system as

compared to that of Japan — the lack of a thorough technical
education at the manageMent and staff levels.

Wages

Table V - 9 presents a comparison of average direct labor
wages in each shipyard, including premiums, overtime and bonuses.
The values for CSSC has been escalated to 1980, the values for IHI
were current in July 1979 and those for LSCO were those in effect
at February, 1980. All values are shown in U.S. dollars. Fluct¬

uation in the exchange rate have a noticable impact on this comparison.
If adjusted to the same point in time (February 1980) as that shown
for LSCO, CSSC's total direct wage rate would be worth $0.6/hour,
still only 7.2% of LSCO's. IHI's direct wage rate would be worth
$9.32/hour, 13% greater than LSCO's.

There are four substantial differences for CSSC in the

comparisons:
(i) CSSC pays the lowest basic wage rate; it is only several per¬

cent of other two countries.

(ii) CSSC has the longest working time and less overtime (because
China has six-work days system per week and only seven national

holidays annually).
(iii) CSSC pays the lowest overtime rates because of low wage

system. In fact, many volunteer jobs are fulfilled by workers on

overtime.

(iv) Overtime rate of CSSC has the highest effect on wage which
is about 10% of basic average rate. IHI has the figure of 9% and
LSCO shows only 3%.
(v) CSSC uses a bonus similar to IHI, but the amount is over
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15% of basic wage, while IHI bonus is almost one-third of the basic

wages. But the use of a bonus system also shows that CSSC also uses

an incentive system to encourage the employee to work better and to
do more productivity improvements.

Benefits and Welfare

CSSC does its best to take care of the employee and his
families in both benefits and in welfare. This leads to the good
relationship between the yard and employee. The ultimate result
will be higher worker morale, which causes higher productivity.

Table V - 8 presents the principle benefits at each shipyard,
in summary form.

Surely CSSC has the most benefits. As a rough approximation,
the cost of benefits andwelfare of CSSC listed in Table V - 10,
amount to about $0.50 to $0.60 per hour which is 125% to 150% of
direct basic wage rate. IHI's cost $3.0 to $3.5 per hour more

which is 60% to 70% of direct basic wage rate and LSCO's cost is
roughly $2.0 to $2.5, which is 25% to 32% of direct basic wage

rate.

Table V - 11 presents the principles of the welfare program

at each yard. The same comparative conclusions may be reached for
welfare as was reached for the benefit program. All these make
for stability, security and well-being of the workforce, and
hence lead to higher productivity.

Labor Relations

The basic organizational structure of Chinese Workers' Union
in CSSC's shipyard is shown in Figure V - 12, and Table V - 13
presents some of the principal characteristics of the labor manage¬

ment relationship in each yard. One of them is that the Union,
includes the most of persons in shipyard (including administrators)
and represents more than 95% of the personnel.
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This Union maintains daily communication and cooperation
between labor and management. The Union in China never has the
headache of a shipyard bankruptcy, while it often happens in both
U.S. and Japan.

Generally, there are two tasks for Chinese Workers' Union:

(i) to improve the relationship between labor and management for
reaching higher productivity.

(ii) to keep an eye on its members' benefits and welfare.

Training

The training procedures used in each shipyard are summarized
in Table V - 14. One obvious conclusion is that IHI's personnel
are the best trained, not only from the day they first enter the
shipyard but also in terms of their whole working lives (for
expanding their knowledge). CSSC's workforce are better-trained
than LSCO's.

CSSC's shipyards have developed many ways for continuing
employee education, such as evening school and TV-college. The
shipyard encourages every one to study and pays all tuitions. The
result of this effort is that the 'training level of CSSC's workforce
is expected to catch up with IHI's in the near future.

Conclusions

From the above study, it is shown that CSSC has a reasonably
good industrial relations. Perhaps the most important benefit for
every Chinese employee is the life job warrant. This means that
Chinese workers never worry about being unemployed.

It should be noted that CSSC is going to adopt new and
better worker incentive methods, such as using a new wage system
and a revised system of rewards and penalties to achieve better
economic results in production.
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There are two basic advantages in Chinese industrial man¬

agement.
(i) Central planning management

(ii) Personnel democratic management

The first can save productive time and avoid the unnecessary

repitition. The second can achieve better cooperation between

management and labor, which will lead to higher productivity.

The major problem of CSSC is that the shipyard has too

complicated an administrative organization and the organization
must deal with too many things not connected with production. This
sometimes results in confusion and duplication with what the social
welfare organizations do.

The extremely low wage system in CSSC shows the great potential
for competition in the international shipbuilding market.

The following suggestions may be useful for improving the
industrial relations at CSSC.

(i) simplify administrative organization
(ii) increase number of engineers and professional staff
(iii)leave some social responsibility to social welfare organizations.
(iv) improve training of skilled managers and workers
(v) improve actual system of rewards and penalties
(vi) increase employee wages



VI SHIPBUILDING PRODUCTIVE CAPABILITY

Shipyard Layout

A CSSC's medium-sized shipyard layout is shown in Figure VI-1,
while those of Levingston and Aioi are given in Figure VI-2 and
Figure VI-3.

Comparing these illustrations one notices deficiencies at
CSSC and at LSCO. The workshop layouts are not orderly, and

consequently not directed toward efficient material processing.
This results in substantial delays for craftsmen and material
handling equipment and poor utilization of area for material stor¬
age and buffer storage.

Scheduling

Figure V1-4 and Figure VI-5 shows independently samples of
construction schedules for China and for Japan.

A typical Japanese Milestone Schedule for the construction of
a new design non-standard bulk carrier is about 14 months, which
is approximately one-half that of U.S. or China. The reasons for

Japans shorter time schedule are believed to be:
(i) advanced management

(ii) high technologies
(iii) skilled workforce

(iv) parallel design, material procurement and
production procedure (illustrated in Figure VI-6)

Facility Study

The main facilities of a CSSC's medium-sized shipyard are

shown in Table VI-1.

It is difficult and no particularly meaning to make a simple

comparisons of overall facilities among these three countries.
Generally, CSSC's facility looks good, at least better than LSCO's.
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TABLE VI-1. Facility Comparisons
A CSSC's Medium-Sized Shipyard Area Allocation
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But IHI's facilities are designed for an assembly line operation in
order to maximize throughput of any given machine or piece of
equipment.

The management questions for CSSC are how to perform long-
term facility planning and to emplace equipment more efficiently.

Chinese Shipbuilding Technology

The procedure of shipbuilding technology in CSSC is as follows:

Kl/k
(Ul Bock I

- I \C^ • f - \ 1

ol] ■ »-

Erej\)o/\ J)el iVfcf/1 |r4i><xk

Wei ding

The types of welding method employed in CSSC are manual, automatic,
semi-automatic angle-welding, and CO2 gas shield arc welding. The
processes includes one-side welding. Those techniques are not

significantly different from those used at LSCO and IHI. The only
difference perhaps is that there is a greater proportion of manual
welding at CSSC.

The "block-sandblast-rust-preventing" method is utilized at
CSSC too.

Pi ping

CSSC has the pipe - cable comprehensive mold loft. This
results in more efficient productivity, and saves cost and time.
The main machines which process pipes are hydraulic pipe benders.



The Characteristic of Shipbuilding Technology in CSSC

Figure.VI-7 gives the view of the fitting-out order of a 45 m

length tugboart built in a CSSC's medium-sized shipyard.

CSSC also widely applies preoutfitting of hull blocks. The
ships will be launched after fitting-out of main engine, auxiliary
machinery and piping. It's shipbuilding technology is not so

efficient as IHI, but much better than U.S.

Computer Aided Design (CAD)

Computers can have a significant effect on both production
and management in shipyards. The results of saving are great in
both cost and time.

In China, the shipyards started to try computer application
in 1970's. They have had some success in a few areas (such as

designs from mold loft to N/C cutting processing, financial
accounting, etc). They have to do much to reach the level of

general application of computers found in U.S.A. and in Japan.
The comfort is that most managers have recognized its importance
and are doing their best to develop CADKAM Systems.

In the U.S. the shipyards have tended to develop CAD. They
have reached the level of the general purpose computer programs.

What the U.S. shipyards must do is to develop the data bases to
accommodate their specific needs.

In Japan, computer aid is used in all area of design,
production and management. It has reached high levels. Specific
use of computers is done in material control and outfit
scheduling procurement and palletizing of material, piping
design and production system and use of standards for dimension
control. According to IHI practice, return on investMent is
great. For example, an advanced interactive computer aided
design system using a data base concept developed by IHI can



Figure V-7 The Fitting-out Order of 45 M
Length Tugboat in A CSSC's Medium-Sized Shipyard



result in 30% savings in design cost and time.

Other

In Japan, shipyards have widely developed the use of ship¬
building standards and dimensional control. The use of standards
is a key element in significantly reduced design and production
costs and schedules. The dimensional control system is considered
key in their low assembly and erection costs and time as fit up

is excellent and rework is minimal.

Chinese shipyards have started to pay more attention about
these two advanced technologies and are now expanding their
application.

The U.S. shipyards have had limited development of both

shipbuilding standards and dimensional control. U.S. yards have
also initiated expended programs to implement more standards.

Cone!usions

The productivity of Japanese shipyards are consistently high.
For example, production figures peaked at 12,000 tons per month
with a total employment of about 4,000 during the shipbuilding
boom at Aioi yard. This means about 30 tons/man per month
productivity meanshile a modern Chinese shipyard has some 5 tons/
man per month productivity. It is noted that Aioi figures do not
include employment and production from the large group of sub¬
contractors which are also heavily involved with the IHI yards.

Chinese shipyards have a large quantity of facilities. These
dates indicate that recently Chinese shipyards have made signifi¬
cant capital investment in the development of facilities. China
has the great potential in the international shipbuilding
industry. The problem right now is that Chinese shipbuilding
technology is not advanced in techniques such as scheduling,
organization of work, preoutfit approach, shipbuilding standards



dimensional control, quality control and computer aid. Now

they start to catch up with other advanced countries. Some

implementation has already occurred. There have been changes in
the operating system. China will be a very strong challenger
before the end of this century, according to some authorities.
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6 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
8 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
10 PT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$012&56789

News Gothic Bold Reversed

ABCDEFGHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./? $012 34 567 89
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'\./?$012 34567 89
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN0PQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:",./?$0123456789
Bodoni Italic
AHCDHh'CHIJKl.MNOI'QRSTUyWXY/MbcdefghijklmnoiHintuvwxyz:: ",./?S0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX YZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;: ",./?$0123456 789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklrnnopqrstuvwxyz;:. /?$0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz;:'r,.
Greek and Math Symbols
ABTAEH0HIKAMNOII<l)P2TYnX>l'Za/378€^Si7iKA^voir((>pcrTVo)X<|»{=:F' '>•/==+ = ?t°> <><><=

ABrAE=6HIKAMNOn4>PZTYnX1'Za/3T8£5e7)iKXti.TOir<|)po-ruo)Xi);{Sq:",./^± =^-> <><><=
ABrAE=eHIKAMNOn<I>P2;TYnX4'Za/3y8€|9T)iKAjuvo7r<f)p<Trvo)X>l'^T". /^± = =A°> <><><=
ABrAES0HIKAMNOn<l>P2TYfiXvPZa/3y8e£0i7iKA.fAvo7r<j>pcrTy2 =

t rr

6 PT

8 PT

10 PT

6 PT

8 PT

10 PT

White

MESH HALFTONE WEDGES
i i i i

0123456
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